


Intel Chair: FBI, DOJ Obstructing Energy Dept.
Obama Cleantech Slush Fund Probe in Hope
of Dem Takeover in Congress
Nunes says DOJ, FBI betting on Dems killing probe

     

BY: Adam Kredo   

The chair of the House Intelligence Committe
the FBI and Department of Justice of stonew
sprawling investigation into claims the Trump
colluded with Russia with the hope of running
clock until the November elections, when the
Democrats will regain control of the House a
an ongoing probe that has uncovered eviden
officials sought to cripple Trump's campaign.

Rep. Devin Nunes (R., Calif.), in a wide-rang
interview with his House colleague Rep. Sea
Wis.), accused top officials at the FBI and DO
"putting all their chips on the Republicans los
House" so that their Democratic allies can "s

the longstanding Intelligence Committee probe, which has unearthed information disputing claims of
in recent months.

Rep. Duffy interviewed Rep. Nunes for an upcoming episode of Duffy's podcast, "Plaidcast."

Nunes also lashed out at the U.S. media, accusing "90 percent" of reporters covering the Russia pro
"essentially an arm of the Democratic party," according to an advance copy of the interview shared w
the Washington Free Beacon.

Nunes has been running the Intelligence Committee's investigation into claims the Trump campaign 
with Russia to cement the 2016 election. The committee has unearthed a body of evidence indicatin
officials at the FBI and DOJ worked to take down Trump on behalf of Democratic challenger Hillary C

"One-hundred percent, they [the FBI and DOJ] are putting all their chips on the Republicans losing t
and all these investigations will shut down," Nunes told Duffy.

Nunes went on to blast the media for its lack of coverage about Republican findings indicating that s
officials loyal to the Democratic Party actively worked to open intelligence investigations into the Tru
campaign based on a faulty and salacious anti-Trump dossier.

"The media has been horrible on this whole situation," Nunes said." What we've seen since the elec
President Trump has been what's been going on for a long time, but now you see what I call the 90-
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